english version

DIY tool to survive videoconference
during the lockdown

The visiocube is a DIY die to facilitate
interactions during videoconferences.
Hard to hear or make yourself heard?
Express yourself visually
through your webcam

EDITO
Here we are: staying home
for the coming weeks at least.
It might be a godsend for some but a torment
for others. We still (try to) work and progress
on important or time-sensitive projects.
Videoconferences are quickly becoming our
main way of collaborating.
Here are some helpful tools to survive...

A tool offered by Crafters, a collective of designers
shaping workshops and tools to move your projects forward.
crafterscrew.com

DIY tool to survive videoconference
during the lockdown

MAKE YOUR
VISIOCUBE
DIY tool to survive video
conference during the lockdown

1 Print this page on
an A4 sheet
2 Glue it to a
cardboard box of
cornflakes or pasta.
Admit it, you’ve been
stockpiling.

a tool offered by
crafterscrew.com

3 Cut along
the solid lines
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Please mute
your line

I want
to talk!

Not all at
the same time
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4 Fold according
to the dotted lines
and glue the tabs
to assemble
your cube.
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USE YOUR
VISIOCUBE
During your videoconference
with your colleagues, use the
cube to express yourself when
it is hard to hear or make
yourself heard:
I can’t hear you
Not all at the same time
I want to talk!

I can’t
hear you

I like / I dislike

Sometimes the image is reversed
by your webcam. Don’t panic.
Texts are also mirrored on each side.

CREDITS
Design: crafterscrew.com
Pictos: Paffi, Vectorstall, DailyPM
from the nounproject.com
translation: Laure Lou Steff
Smartphone version and french version
available on crafterscrew.com/crafterie

Please mute your line

Choose thumb orientation

hear you
I can’t

